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Edito
After a long wait and a pandemic that has drained us all,
it is with great joy that we share with you the program for
the 2022 edition of Dream City. We invite you to join us
in Tunis from September 30th to October 9th, for a vivid
and festive time of artistic creation and civic solidarity.
The recent years were marked, at times, with solitude and anguish. Similarly, for L’Art Rue’s teams and
artists, the postponement of Dream City 2021 was a
painful and difficult moment. Several works from the
upcoming edition, such as ‘Wajdan’ and ‘Lettres du
Continent’, will bear witness to this. But the artists at the
center of these two films, and many others, also show us
how the pandemic has confronted us with profound and
unavoidable issues and opportunities not to be ignored.
We sincerely hope that Dream City will highly resonate
with the turbulence of a former world that is collapsing,
and a new one that has to be built under difficulty and
uncertainty. ‘Metamorphosis #2’, one of the creations of
this edition, summarizes all of this in its title.
Viruses, wars, crises of all kinds and coups d’état:
nothing is stable nowadays and all things change.
Our country and our region are no exception. Tunisian,
Moroccan, Algerian, Lebanese, Egyptian, Sudanese
and Congolese artists will tell us all about it. And at the
same time, hope, optimism, and joy will be very present:
in the streets and squares of the Medina and far beyond
and in the Municipal Theatre, too. We will sing, dance
and celebrate together, alongside Tunisian artists such
as Emel Mathlouthi, Katybon and Aly Mrabet, but also
with Pepe Elmas Naswa of Kinshasa and Alsarah of Khartoum.
More than ever, ‘Dream City’ has become a shared
platform and space at the heart of the city where artists,
thinkers and citizens tackle the major issues of the future.
How do we keep our country and earth habitable? And
how can we best create from all the new perspectives
that lie ahead? Contextual, inclusive and participatory
creation, public and outdoor spaces as places of manufacturing and sharing and investing in key cultural institu-
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tions of our city: these are our main strategies and tools.
In ‘Cypher’ by Ridha Tlili, ‘In the Act’ by Essia Jaibi, ‘...’عن
By Ala Eddine Slim and Malek Gnaoui, or ‘Fragments de
Feu’ by Radouane ElMeddeb, the starting points, bodies
and contents of the creations emerge directly from our
territory, its populations, its history and architecture, and
its major societal and cultural issues.
Be it the climate crisis that already surrounds us
permanently and that will have to be from now on a top
priority for all of us, as shown by Maria Lucia Cruz Correia
and The Natural Contract Lab, and their local partners
around Lake Sejoumi; the need to create shared and
inclusive spaces, such as the spaces designed by Essia Jaïbi and Andrew Graham; urgent action around an
increasingly closed and deadly Mediterranean space,
which no longer corresponds to the consensual notion
of intercultural exchange, as evidenced by the creations
of Rossella Biscotti, Fakhri El Ghezal, or the Between
Land and Sea summit, curated by historians Leyla Dakhli
and Adnen El Ghali; the devastating impact of regional aggressions on countries such as Palestine and
Lebanon, of which the work of Lawrence Abu Hamdan
speaks; or the inspiring and unifying force of our common Amazigh heritage in the Maghreb, as RadouanMriziga shows in ‘Libya’: Dream City embodies the burning
and unavoidable subject matters for us, Tunisians and for the
whole world. Our actions are local, our reflections are global.
Creating unique works that can only be made with,
and for Tunis; bringing together artists from the Arab
world, the African continent and Europe, who rarely
have the opportunity to collaborate; joining processes
and artistic forms, and cultures and popular content;
mixing performances, installations, concerts, films and
debates; questioning, challenging, dancing, and celebrating; from El Hafsia to Bab Souika, including the
Belvedere district and the Municipal Theatre on Habib
Bourguiba Avenue: Dream City wholeheartedly invites you
to share all this with us!

Selma and Sofiane Ouissi, Jan Goossens Art directors
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Created in 2007, Dream City is a multidisciplinary art
festival in the city, held for 10 days in the Medina and
downtown Tunis. Originally conceived as an artistic work,
Dream city is tightly linked to the trajectory of Tunisian
founding artists Selma and Sofiane Ouissi, who came to
realize that the literal absence of space and possibilities
for their generation of artists stifled and asphyxiated the
artistic and civil space of their city and their country. The
first edition of Dream City in 2007, originally conceived
as an artistic work, would immediately lay the foundation
for a prosperous and sustainable future for Dream City:
local and emerging artists gathered in the Medina territory of the city. In the space of a few days, they proposed
a bold program of new artistic works, multidisciplinary
in their nature, related to the Medina, and accessible to
all audiences. The framework was immediately clear:
contextual creation, multidisciplinarity, support and production, a long time of creation, unconventional spaces,
and the claim of the city’s public space not only as a
platform, but also as a harbor for the innovative work of
artists who had bold artistic ambitions, and at the same
time a real vision and hope for the future of their city and
society. How can today’s artistic practices concretely
contribute to creating open, shared public spaces free
of cultural and political imagination: this was the question at hand. And soon after Tunisian artists got involved,
the audience responded.
Dream City then continued in the Medina and
downtown Tunis (2010, 2015, 2017 and 2019) also in Sfax
(2012), the Estaque district in Marseille (Marseille-Provence Euro-Mediterranean Capital of Culture - 2013) and
London (Shubbak Festival - 2017).

The 2015, 2017 and 2019 editions of Dream City - the
first editions for which artistic co-director Jan Goossens
joined the team - have definitely placed the festival on the
map of key cultural projects in Tunisia. Dream City also
has an increasingly international profile: artists, foundations and journalists from the Middle East, Africa and Europe have been major players in Dream City 2017 and 2019.
Over the years and subsequent editions, the
concept of Dream City was developed. Selma and Sofiane Ouissi have invested a considerable amount of
time in the Medina, and in Tunis in general, and have
thus acquired expertise and partnerships with the local
network and Tunisian civil society. Around them was formed a production team that, step by step, accompanied
the artists throughout their creative process in the Medina. More and more young Tunisian artists and audiences
got involved and started to grasp Dream City and L’Art
Rue, the festival’s key association, as their production
structure, as their platform and even their ‘institution’.
Ever in an international context beyond Tunisia, the
concept and methodology of Dream City have become
a source of curiosity and inspiration: centered on lasting
and in-depth exchanges between artists and their practices, on the one hand, and the city and its people, the
political and social issues, on the other. Dream City is
a festival of contextual creations, animated by dynamic
and innovative artists who are in direct dialogue with
and within Tunisia. Dream City is anchored, inspired and
connected to its local reality, yet it is open to the surrounding world as well.
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Dream City
a festival
like no other
dedicated
to creation

‘ What you see here you won’t
find elsewhere.’
It is not a matter of budget, prestige or scale, but of time,
proximity, travel, commitment and love.
The artists invited to Dream City arrive with an empty
page, and are immersed in the medina of Tunis. This
results in a creative interaction between the city, its inhabitants and artists.
Artists are nourished by encounters, exchanges,
dialogues with citizens – artisans, historians, workers,
philosophers, men, women, children… - but also the social, political, cultural, economic and patrimonial context
that surrounds them. They listen to the territory and
experiment through phases of creation ranging from
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several months to more than a year. Thus are born artistic projects involving, all, the collaboration of different
social and cultural actors of the city, citizens, artists, civil
society but also local, regional and national authorities.
All the artistic creations you will see during the festival emerge from the territory and are presented on their
territory with the people who witnessed them come to
life. The team at L’Art Rue, which is carrying the Dream
City project, is there as mediator and producer to make
all this possible: creating dialogue, granting the keys,
securing the funds, offering time and much more.
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Dream City 2022
in figures

Dream City 2022
in figures
8

th

edition

90

artists

2
years

of prospection, encounters
and experimentation to
reach the final
programming
as soon as an edition ends, the
preparation of the next one begins with
the usual reception of foreign artists in
Tunis for times of discovery and
immersion within the territory

10

days

of theater dance
music film
and visual arts

25
cities

represented

Tunis, Dubai, Paris, Ghana, London,
Khartoum, New York, Berlin, Brussels,
Rotterdam, Westmount, Ramallah,
Akouda, Kinshasa, Fez, Gabes, Marseille,
Beirut, Kabbaria, Kisangani, Amsterdam,
Tehran, Sidi Bouzid, Siliana, Athens

12
productions

by L’Art Rue / Dream City including

4
co-productions

60

shows, exhibitions, concerts,
videos, films,
debates,
workshops

30
Places

12

guest
shows

films

Creation

Dream guest

Cine dream

19

4

4

designed for Dream City: Dance, theater,
performance, installation, visual arts…

Dream video

8
months of

16

artistic
research

and creation in situ. The peculiarity of
Dream City is to allow the artists
of the programming long creative
periods of times in direct contact with
the territory and its population
(immersion, creation, production)
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15

contextual
artistic
creation

videos

invested in the
Medina
and downtown
Tunis.

4

artistic
works
with free
access

Days of
workshops 3 in an open
and confe- space at
rences
the Hafsia
Workshops of
the dreamt city

concerts

Dream concert

218

public
representations
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Creation

Dream guest

30th sept. > 9th oct.
Tunis - Brussels - Sidi Bouzid
Rotterdam - Siliana - Gabes
Paris - Marseille - London
→ Creation

30th sept. > 9th oct.
Tunis - Bruxelles
Dubaï - Kinshasa

Tunis / Music

Brussels / Dance

→ Creation

→ Creation

→ Dream guest

→ Dream guest

Aly Mrabet & Nacim Gastli
ELECTRONIQ MAQÂMS

Radouan Mriziga
LIBYA

Nidhal Yahyaoui
REBETIKO-MALOUF

Filipe Lourenço
PULSE(S) IN SITU

Mohamed Toukabri
THE POWER (OF) THE FRAGILE

→ Creation

Siliana / Music

Brussels / Dance

Brussels - Tunis / Dance

Tunis / Theater

Sidi Bouzid / Dance

→ Creation

→ [Re] Creation

→ Dream guest

→ Dream guest

Essia Jaïbi
METAMORPHOSE #2

Ridha Tlili
CYPHER

Radhouane El Meddeb
FRAGMENTS DE FEU

Lawrence Abu Hamdan
DAGHT JAWI

Pepe ‘Elmas’ Naswa Cie Pepenas
DANS LA PEAU DE L’AUTRE

→ Creation

Paris -Tunis / Choreographic, sonic and visual journey

Tunis / Theater

Bruxelles - Rotterdam / Sonic performance

→ Creation

→ Phase of work

Essia Jaïbi
FLAGRANTI

Rossella Biscotti
THE JOURNEY

Natural Contract Lab
SCHOOL OF THE GUARDIANS
OF SEJOUMI

→ Creation

→ Phase of work

Thomas Egoumenides
RASCAL

Andrew Graham
LINES

→ Creation

Tunis - Gabès / Video & sound installation

Malek Gnaoui &
Ala Eddine Slim
…عن

Tunis / Exhibition and participatory workshops

Dubaï / Audiovisual essay

Kinshasa / Dance

Brussels – Paris - Tunis / Hybrid artistic practice, conference

Marseille – London / Dance
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Dream concert

30th sept. > 9th oct.
Tunis - Kharthoum - New York
Beyrouth - Kabbaria
→ Dream concert
Tunis – New York / Music

Beyrouth / Music

→ Dream concert

		

Emel Mathlouthi
DREAMING

Love & Revenge
CONCERT

		KTYB
		NOISE
		CANCELLING

→ Dream concert

		

→ Dream concert

Tunis - Kabbaria / Music

Karthoum – New York / Music

Alsarah & The Nubatones
CONCERT
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Ciné dream

Dream video

30th sept.> 9th oct.
Tunis - Beyrouth - Paris
Westmount - Ramallah
Amsterdam - Kinshasa
Yarmouk - Syria - Fez
→ Cine dream
Beyrouth - Paris

Beyrouth

Westmount - Ramallah

→ Cine dream

→ Dream video

→ Dream video

→ K OFF / Gabes Cinema Fen

Joana Hadjithomas & Khalil Joreige
ISMYRNA

Eliane Raheb
MIGUEL’S WAR

Paul Cowan
& Amer Shomali
THE 18 FUGITIVES

John Akomfrah
HANDSWORTH SONGS

Eric Minh Cuong Castaing
L’ÂGE D’OR

PHONETIC
by Ac href Bettaieb

→ Cine dream

→ Dream video
Ghana - London

→ Dream video

John Akomfrah
THE NINE MUSES

Heba Amin
THE GENERAL’S STORK

HEIRLOOM
by Nada Chamli

→ Dream video

→ Dream video

John Akomfrah
THE STUART
HALL PROJECT

Marwa Arsanios
WHO’S AFRAID
OF IDEOLOGY?
PART IV

→ Cine dream

→ Cine dream

30th sept. > 9th oct.
Ghana - London - Akouda
Kisangani - Kinshasa - Marseille
Berlin - Amsterdam
Teheran - Tunis

→ Cine dream

Beyrouth - Paris

Paris

Joana Hadjithomas & Khalil Joreige
WANT TO SEE

Lina Soualem
THEIR ALGERIA

→ Cine dream

→ Cine dream

Beyrouth - Paris

Paris - Tunis

Joana Hadjithomas & Khalil Joreige
KHIAM

Lotfi Achour
BLIND SPOT

→ Cine dream

→ Cine dream

Beyrouth - Paris

Fez

Joana Hadjithomas & Khalil Joreige
LEBANESE
ROCKET SOCIETY

Ali Essafi
BEFORE THE DYING
OF THE LIGHT

→ Cine dream

→ Cine dream

Paris - Tunis

Kinshasa

Ismaël & Youssef Chebbi
ELLE N’ENTEND
QUE LE VENT

Dieudo Hamadi
DOWNSTREAM TO
KINSHASA

Ghana - London

Paris

Rami Farah
OUR MEMORY
BELONGS TO US

Ghana - London

→ Cine dream

Amsterdam - Kinshasa

Renzo Martens
WHITE CUBE

→ Dream video

→ Cine dream

Akouda

Fakhri El Ghezal
AHLOU EL KAHEF

Yarmouk

Abdallah Al-Khatib
LITTLE PALESTINE

→ Dream video

→ Cine dream

Kisangani

Tunis

Ala Eddine Slim
TLAMESS

Berlin

Berlin

→ Dream video
Amsterdam - Kinshasa

Renzo Martens & CATPC
PLANTATIONS
AND MUSEUMS

Faustin Linyekula
& Virginie Dupray
LETTERS FROM
THE CONTINENT

→ Dream video

→ Dream video

→ Dream video

Nelson Makengo
UP ALL NIGHT / NUIT DEBOUT

Selma & Sofiane Ouissi
WAJDAN

Kinshasa
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Marseille

Teheran

Sanaz Sohrabi
ONE IMAGE TWO ACTS

Tunisie

MOON
by Syrine Eloued
EKART
by Ahmed Ben Nessib
EVERYTHING THAT
WILL REMAIN
by Ghassen Chraifa
Y.Y.Y
by Rim Harrabi
TO REASSURED PLANET
by Toxic Club
UNDER THE DUST
by Wafa Lazhari

Tunis
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Workshops of the
dreamt city
Between Land And
Sea summit
3rd > 4th oct.
10 am > 6 pm

Reflection and debate
Views from the port: Stepovers
and refuges, movement and
banishment in the Mediterranean*
The Mediterranean Sea, constantly transformed into a
cemetery, can only be crossed through a logic steeped
in violence and through itineraries of escape and panic it
seems. It is, nevertheless, a commercial space traveled
and traversed by goods, traveled, and traversed by military facilities, likewise. When the Suez Canal was blocked
by a massive cargo, the entire world was counting the
commercial losses prompted by this obstruction. The
Mediterranean is a multi-faceted flow.

In this space of tension, we feel it is perhaps time we
lingered a little to find buoys and to reflect on what ports
are, starting from these points of departure and arrival.
Ports are inhabited and haunted by presences inscribed
in the territory, by links established with hinterland, by
peoples who have come and gone and by social worlds
that were born of them: infrastructures, markets, housing,
cosmopolitism, and relationships with other near of far
ports. They draw concrete geographies as well as imaginary links, they trace rapports of solidarity and conflict.

* Co-led by: Leyla Dakhli and Adnen El Ghali
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Panel 1

Panel 2

3rd oct.
10 am > 1 pm

3rd oct.
3 pm > 6 pm

The port-open door
the port and the city,
extension or
extraterritoriality?

Stories and imaginations,
remembering and inventing
new mythologies: A space
of struggle for dignity

Moderators:

			

Panelists :

Adnen El Ghali (Tunisia)
Eric Corjin (Belgium)

			
Hichem Bouzid (Marocco)
			Wolette Thiam (Senegal)
			
François Gruson (France)
			Safa Cherif (Tunisia)
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Moderators:

Panelists :

Leyla Dakhli (Tunisia)
Jocelyne Dakhlia (Tunisia/France)

Layla Baamara (Algeria)
Youssef El Chazli (Egypt) 			
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Panel 3

Panel 4

4th oct.
10 am > 1 pm

4th oct.
3 pm > 6 pm

What does the
Mediterranean border?

Spaces on the
edge and in crisis

Moderators:

		

Panelists :

Leyla Dakhli (Tunisia)

		
		
		
		
		

Ahlem Chemlali (Denmark-Morocco)
Farida Souiah (Algeria)
Prof. Alfonso Campisi (Italy)
Valentina Zagaria (Italy)
Mehdi Alouia (Morocco)
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Moderators:

			

Panelists :

Adnen El Ghali (Tunisia)

			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Marine Calmet (France)
Habib Ayeb (Tunisia)
Wahid Ferchichi (Tunisia)
Amal Jrad (Tunisa)
Yassine Turki (Tunisia)
Francesco Bellina (Italy)
Stepfano Liberti (Italy)
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Workshops

Conferences

Jozef Wouters
& Decoratelier
19th sept. > 2nd oct.

Activating Nature’s
Rights / ecocide
5th oct.

A participatory workshop to rework the scenography of of the medina. The workshop is a place of conviviality,
The Soft Layer (DC19) into a multifunctional kit struc- listening, exchange, and learning with an inclusive apture (mountable, removable), with a dozen participants: proach to construction.
young students in architecture and design, inhabitants

As part of the project School of the guardians of Se- Cruz
joumi by Natural Contract Lab by artist Maria Lucia
→ Wednesday 5th oct. 10 am
El Khaldounia Library
63, souk El Attarine
Medina of Tunis
		

Filipe Lourenço
4th > 6th oct.
In connection with one of his latest creations ‘Gouâl’, (alaoui style), often reduced to their folkloric dimension,
Filipe Lourenço wishes to work during three days of in the heart of an open dialogue with the contemporary.
workshops on traditional dances from North Africa

Correia

		

and

lawyer

Marine

Calmet.

→ Wednesday 5th oct. 3pm

		
Faculty of Legal and
		Political Science of Tunis
		Street Hédi Karray
		North urban center

Copyright and related rights
6th oct.
Conference on copyright and related rights at the headquarters, as part of an institutional partnership
Tunisian Organisation of Copyrights and Related Rights with the OTDAV.

→ Thursday 6th oct. 10 am

OTDAV headquarters
7, Avenue Mohamed Melki
El Omrane - Tunis
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Kharbga City

Time for an artistic education
for the youth.
Art is an essential vector for educational development
and access to culture is a fundamental right.
At each edition, Dream City sets up a circuit of the
festival for young people aged 6 to 17 from the Medina.
Supervised by the ‘Art & Education’ program of
the Association l’Art Rue which develops the program

of Art education year-round in public primary schools
and at L’Art Rue, this year Kharbga City will offer shows,
Film analysis workshops with our partner ‘the Sentier
association’ as well as meetings with the artists of the
programming.

For more information : (00216) 29 212 580 / (00216)29 212 006
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Spaces for
encounters
and celebrations
ShiftLeyli

The festival
center

The place dedicated
to meeting and receiving the
press and working professionals.

Live and DJ Sets
by Phénomènes Joyeux
Opening starting from 5 PM
Le Malouf - Tunis

The festival
venues

30th sept.> 9th oct.

L’Art Rue – Dar Bach Hamba , 40 rue Kouttab Louzir , Medina of Tunis

Dar Bach Hamba
Theater Le 4éme Art

Ancient Church of the sacré coeur - Bab El Khadhra
Auberge Zitouna
Eight nights of partying! Dream City has entrusted the
programming of ShiftLeyli to Phénomènes Joyeux. The
opening of Malouf will be at 5pm, with a playlist program
followed by Dj sets and Lives alongside a dozen artists.
Join us to celebrate together after the shows!

Artists invited :

El Khaldounia Library
30th sept.

Café Zaazaa Morkadh

Afif			

2nd oct.

Centre culturel Bir Lahjar

Boukhchina 		

4 oct.

Bedoui - Saadoun

Aly Mrabet and guests

Yousri Tounsi - Luigi 	
Shu - Supaflava		

Astrid - Noy Ara - RouH

Benjemy presents SIN

1st oct.

3 oct.
rd

th

5th oct.

6th oct.

9th oct.

Caserne El Attarine
Dar Hussein - Institut National du patrimoine
Dar Mohsen - Institut National du patrimoine
Dar Romdhane Bey
Dar Sanaa
Dribet Dar Hussein
Faculty of Legal and Political Science
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Sijoumi

		

Makhzen Errachidia

		

Hotel Saint Georges

		

Le Malouf

		

Movie Theater Le Mondial

		

Movie Theater Le Rio

		

Theater El Hamra

		

The Municipal Theater

		

Bab Souika Square

		Barcelone Square
		

El Hafsia Square

		Currency Square
		

Victory Square

		

City of Sciences Planétarium

		

Sidi Bou Khrissen

		

Hafsia Municipal Stadium
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Practical
information

Pricing

Press booking :

In order to obtain a press accreditation to cover the festival, please register on the following link :
https://form.typeform.com/to/R7miTYZY
You can book your shows via :
Sending a text with the title and date of the show to :
(00216) 26 413 788
A confirmation will be sent to you by text.

Tickets are collected at L’Art Rue in Dar Bach
Hamba, with the presentation of Press badges
and National Identity Cards.
Tickets will be printed on-site at the press office
provided for this purpose.

→ Free for those under 12 and the inhabitants of the
medina upon presentation of an ID.

→ Dream guest
Single rate			

→ Free: 16 works to discover (installations, dance, exhibition, concerts, encounters, etc.)

Dans la peau de l’autre 		
by Pepe ‘Elmas’ Naswa 		
Tarif unique (free placement)

15 TND

→ Dream vidéo PASS
Dream Video			
Day PASS

5 TND

Info : (00216) 27 522 863 - billetterie@lartrue.org
Tarification spécifique
→ Creation
Single rate			

5 TND

→ Dream concert
Concert de Alsarah & The Nubatones
DREAMING of Emel Mathlouthi

Sending an email with the title and date of the show to :
presse@lartrue.org
A confirmation will be sent to you via email.

Orchestra / Lodge / Balcony
30 TND
Gallery				20 TND
Amphitheatre			
10 TND

→ Ciné dream
Single rate			

5 TND

5 TND

→ ShiftLeyli*
* From the age of 18

Single rate			

10 TND

Press office

Press and professional
reception
L’Art Rue – Press and professional reception from 10
am to 6 pm
40, rue Koutteb-Louzir – médina de Tunis

Press Secretary :
Souhir Lahiani
(00216) 93 441 945 - (00216) 50 538 482

Contacts :
Hakka Communication

Press Relations :
Mohamed Amine Ben Hlel
(00216) 22 267 980

Press office manager :
Rim Haddad
(00216) 26 942 966

presse@lartrue.org
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Tickets
Online sales on
lartrue.org

Onsite sales
and info points
→ Sept. 23 to oct. 9 2022 from 9 am to 7 pm
Municipal theater of Tunis
2, rue de Grèce, Tunis

→ During the festival 30 sept.
to 9 oct 2022 from 9 am to 7 pm

		
		
		
		

→ During the festival 30 sept.
to 9 oct 2022 from 1 pm to 6 pm
Movie Theater Le Mondial
20 rue Ibn Khaldoun, Tunis

National center for cultural communication
Sidi Ben Arous Street, Medina of Tunis

Website
and social media
www.lartrue.org
@lartruetunisie
communication@lartrue.org

Facebook : LArtRueTunisie
Instagram : lartruetunisie
Twitter : LArtRueTunisie
Youtube : L’Art Rue
Linkedin : L’Art Rue - الشارع فن
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Colophon

Partner
Organizer

L’Art Rue
40, rue Kouttab Louzir
1000 médina de Tunis
www.lartrue.org
@lartruetunisie
communication@lartrue.org

Abdelkader Bouderbala
Graphic realisation

Facebook : LArtRueTunisie
Instagram : lartruetunisie
Twitter : LArtRueTunisie
Youtube : L’Art Rue
Linkedin : L’Art Rue - الشارع فن

Atelier Baudelaire
Création Graphique

© Julien BRUHAT Studio (p.12)
© droits réservés (p.6,25,31)

Nebras Charfi
pour ENOYA Design&Com
Graphique adaptation

Dream City partner

L'Art Rue is supported by

Claire Secula
Responsible for
Communication

Dream city benefits from the support of

Mariem Ketiti
Translattion

Partner institutions

Project partners

Technical partner

Media partners

Co - Producers

Civil society - Associations

Venue partners

Hotel partners

Catering
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